Hello,
I ask you to leave Title IX as it was originally intended, protecting females’ sex-based rights, spaces and sports.
Every aspect of Women's lives is being colonized by males pretending to be Women. Girls need privacy from males, however they identify, in restrooms, locker rooms, etc. Girls need to compete alongside other girls for their safety, for fairness, and to develop the unique camaraderie that only happens absent male presence.
Also, children should be safeguarded from indoctrination in public education into the religious belief that they can be "born into the wrong body."
Many are afraid to speak out on this for fear of the many forms of extortion applied by the trans-cult to silence dissent. I, myself, was doxxed out of teaching for expressing Gender Critical opinions.
No amount of makeup, wishful thinking, or extreme medical intervention can change someone's sex. No one was EVER "born into the wrong body."

Thank you for your time and consideration.
Bill Oetjen

"Posterity, who are to reap the blessings, will scarcely be able to conceive the hardships and sufferings of their ancestors."
Abigail Adams, 1777